
______________________ Lesson 8 Roots
______________________ SENIORS
______________________
______________________
Part A. Define the ExampleWords (use a dictionary or Google it)

Term Definition Example Definition of Example

71. uni one unison

72. bi two biangular

73. tri three tricolor

74. gon angle polygon

75. quad four quadruplicates

76. penta five pentagons

77. hexa six hexapod

78. octo eight octavo

79. angle corner angular

80. deci ten decibels

Part B. Break down root words and definitions find (use a dictionary or Google it)

Example Breakdown Define

1. unicycle one / circle

2. trigonometry

3. pentameter

4. hexagram

5. octagon

6. bicyclist

7. pentadactyl

8. quadrangle

9. hexameter

10. decimeter

Part C. Sketchnote Draw a picture representing the root
uni bi tri quad penta hexa octo



Part D. Match the example with the definition (use a dictionary or Google it) GRADE __________/12

Term Definition

_____ 1. bipartisan A. A quarter of a circle

_____ 2. goniometry B. A rhombus

_____ 3. pentathlon C. One-sided

_____ 4. quadrilateral D. The measurement of angles

_____ 5. unitarian E. To divide into two branches

_____ 6. triangulate F. Numbering system using tens

_____ 7. quadrant G. Having four sides and angles

_____ 8. decimal H. Athletic event having 5 events

_____ 9. pentacle I. One who believes God is one person

_____ 10. bifurcate J. A five-pointed star

_____ 11. unilateral K. To divide into triangles

_____ 12. tetragon L. Representing two parties

Part E. Find the word to match the definition (use dictionary, index or Google it – try onelook.com)

Definition (root word index#) Word

1. A group of eight (78)

2. Having five angles (74, 76)

3. Occurring twice a year (72)

4. Having six sides and angles (74, 77)

5. Four born at the same time (75)

6. A period of ten years (80)

7. Using both eyes (72)

Part F. Write 2 sentences using different vocab words AND a semi-colon with a

conjunctive adverb: (furthermore, moreover, however, therefore, consequently, for example)
Vocab Example - Sue has more autonomy than most kids by walking home alone; furthermore,

she makes dinner for her siblings.

Part G - Quizlet Practice Go onto Quizlet.com (sign in) and practice Vocabulary games 2 pts

Learn Match Test


